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A 2-D axisymmetric fluid model of the plasma in the insert region of a hollow cathode is
presented. The level of sophistication included in the model is motivated in part by the need
to determine quantitatively plasma fluxes to the emitter surface. The ultimate goal is to
assess whether plasma effects can degrade the life of impregnated inserts beyond those
documented throughout the 30-50 year history of vacuum cathode technologies. Results
from simulations of a 1.2-cm diameter cathode operating at a discharge current of 25 A, and
a gas flow rate of 5 sccm, suggest that approximately 10 A of electron current, and 3.5 A of
ion current return to the emitter surface. The total emitted electron current computed by the
model is about 35 A. Comparisons with plasma measurements suggest that anomalous
heating of the plasma due to two-stream instabilities is possible near the orifice region.
Solution to the heavy species energy equation, with classical transport and no viscous effects,
predicts heavy species temperatures as high as 2640 "K.

Nomenclature
Main Variables
area (m2)
mean particle speed ( d s )
electron charge (C)
Electric field (V/m)
coefficient of friction (kg/m3/s)
current density (A/m*)
Knudsen number (&/channeldiameter)
Boltzmann constant (1.3806e-23 JPK)
length
molecular weight (amu)
particle mass (kg)
particle density (m-3)
unit vector normal to surface
ionization rate ( ~ - ' m - ~ )
pressure (Pa)
heat exchange by elastic collisions (kg/ds3)
conductive heat flux (W/m2)
collisional (friction) force density (kg/m2/s2)
energy loss by inelastic collisions (kg/m/s3)
temperature (OK)
temperature (ev)
characteristic temperature for Xe

Subscripts, continued
= ion
i
ins = insert
= ionization
iz
= neutral
n
orf = orifice
= speciestype
S
= wall
W
WF = work function
SH = Schottky
em
ab

Superscripts
emitted
absorbed

a

= Richardson constant (=1.2017e6 A/mzPK2)

r

=
=

Greek symbols

AT
6
E
EO

r(

general flux vector
total insert temperature variation (OK)
= xenon atom diameter (A)
= ionization potential (eV)
= permittivity (free space, =8.8542e-12 F/m)
= classical plasma resistivity (m Ohm)
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t

=

U

=

V

=

time(s)
velocity ( d s )
volume(m3)

K

A
v
c

Subscripts
a
=
B
=
=
e
=
eff

speciestype
Bohm
electron
effective

o
a
a
0

o

thermal conductivity (W/d°K)
= mean free path (m)
= collision frequency (s-l)
= collision cross sectional area (m')
plasma potential (V)
= collision integral parameter for Xe
= plasma fiequency (s-')
- collision cross sectional area (m2)
plasma potential (V)
=

T

=

=

I. Introduction
OLLOW cathodes have been studied extensively since the early 1930's due to their wide range of applicability
in vacuum microelectronic devices, microwave tubes, pseudosparks, lasers and materials processing. Over the
past decade, hollow cathodes have also become critical components in many electric propulsion systems such as ion
propulsion and Hall-effect thrusters. The longest operations of hollow cathodes for space applications were achieved
during the International Space Station (ISS) plasma contactor test at the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC)' and
during the Extended Life Test of the NASA Solar Electric Propulsion Technology Applications Readiness (NSTAR)
engine at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).2After 28,000 hrs of operation the ISS contactor failed to restart; upon
conclusion of the NSTAR ELT the main discharge chamber and neutralizer cathodes had been operating without
problems after 30,252 hrs. The lifetime requirements of these devises for long duration missions proposed under
NASA's Project Prometheus, such as the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO), may exceed 80,000 hrs. For JIMO, it
would not be feasible to conclude life tests of this duration and flight qualify the system before the proposed earliest
launch date (2015). To address this need an intense effort has been underway at JPL that combines theoretical
modeling and experiment to quantify the plasma environment in these devices. The ultimate goal is to identify the
mechanisms that cause performance degradation and failure at the required operating levels.
Cathodes made of porous tungsten inserts that are impregnated with barium aluminates are potential candidates
to meet the performance and lifetime requirements for JIMO and other long missions proposed by NASA. Empirical
studies on impregnated cathodes in diodes and traveling-wave tubes, carried out in the late 1970's by Palluel and
Schroff' showed that lifetime is largely determined by the rate at which the emitting material is depleted. Barium
depletion rates in that study were found to follow a t'" law. More importantly, the measured depletion depths
showed a marked dependence on the cathode operating temperature. For example, after 2500 hrs the barium
depleted depth in an S-type cathode was found to be about a factor of 3 higher when the cathode temperature was
1230 OC compared to 1035°C. The trend was observed in the depletion depth measurements for a variety of
operating conditions and cathode types that were impregnated with bariudcalcium aluminates. Lifetimes recorded
for various commercial microwave tubes provide further evidence of the dependence of cathode lifetime on
operating temperature. For example, in a TWT (radio link) tube for which the rated cathode temperature was 1050
"C, the recorded lifetime was 70,000 hrs. By comparison, an 0-type carcinotron lasted only 2000 hrs; its rated
cathode temperature was 1250"C.
To apply the wealth of information acquired for vacuum tube cathode technologies to cathodes intended for use
in high power propulsion systems one main question must be answered: what is the effect of the plasma on the
emission characteristics? Although the lifetime of the microwave tube cathodes mentioned above showed a marked
dependence on operating temperature, they were also rated for current densities much lower than those required for
high power propulsion applications such as JIMO. To answer this question, the plasma environment in the insert
region must be quantified. Specifically, particle and heat fluxes to the insert walls must be determined in order to
assess their effect on the insert temperature and evaporation rates of the barium constituents.
Access to the hollow cathode insert plasma by empirical techniques is difficult and has been mostly limited to
measurements along the axis of symmetry. Siegfried and Wilbur4measured plasma properties in the insert region of
a 6.4-mm (outer) diameter hollow cathode, operating with mercury, up to discharge currents of 9 A. Salhi and
Turchi' a lso measured p lasma p roperties i n 6.4-mm cathode a t s everal amperes and a few sccm, operating with
xenon. A number of other experimental investigations on low-current cathodes for space applications have also
taken place since the 1960's at NASA GRC, Hughes Research Laboratories and other institution^.^'^^*^^ A few efforts
to model the plasma in the insert region have also been reported. Siegfried" developed a phenomenological (0-D)
model of the mercury cathode to predict to first order cathode operating parameters such as emission length and
insert temperature. The analytical formulation was based on an idealized "ion production region." Salhi and Turchi"
also d eveloped a first principles model which i ncluded 2 -D v ariation o f t he p lasma properties, i n which the g as

H
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temperature was set equal to the wall temperature, and a two temperature, (equilibrium) Saha equation was used to
compute the neutral particle density. Ohmic heating of the plasma was determined using the electrical conductivity
for fully-ionized plasma (Spitzer).
Over the past year a systematic investigation of cathodes for high power electric propulsion (>25 kW per
engine), has b een underway at JP L. The g oal o f t he e ffort i s to rigorously quantify the e ffects o f t he p lasma i n
cathodes with requirements set by long duration missions (>80,000hrs). Recent measurements in a laboratory model
hollow cathode at JPL, operating at 25 A and various gas flow rates, has shown noticeably different plasma
properties in the insert region compared to previous investigations. The most noticeable distinction compared to the
Siegfiied4and the Salhi5data has been the non-monotonic variation of the electron density measured along the insert
axis of symmetry.’2 A recent effort by Katz, et
to model the insert plasma under these operating conditions
included the effects of ion-neutral and electron-neutral collisions on plasma diffusion, but the results supported the
previous observations of a monotonically decreasing density upstream of the orifice.
We describe in this paper a new 2-D axisymmetric model of the hollow cathode insert region, The multicomponent fluid in this region is assumed to consist of ions, electrons and neutral atoms. We present results from the
model, and validate it with recent experimental measurements obtained in a laboratory hollow cathode under hghcurrent operating conditions. The model may be used to quantify all pertinent variables along the insert wall (e.g.
particle and heat fluxes), and later may be combined with particle tracing to predict the migration of barium particles
in the insert region.

11.

Theoretical Model

A. Background
The hollow cathode insert region consists mainly of a metal tube lined with a sintered tungsten insert. The insert
is impregnated with a low work function medium, usually barium and calcium oxide aluminates, to allow electron
emission when heated to temperatures above -1000 OC. The cathode channel is capped at one end by a plate with a
small orifice at its center. The operating gas, usually xenon in cathodes intended for use in ion propulsion, is fed into
the tube at the opposite end of the channel as shown in Figure 1. Electrons emitted from the insert are attracted by a
positively-biased (enclosed) keeper electrode downstream of the orifice. The emitted electrons also have sufficient
energy to ionize part of the neutral gas. The evolution of ionized particles in the insert region depends on a variety of
physical processes that are inherently two-dimensional.
The region of the hollow cathode that is modeled in this effort is depicted by the dashed line in Figure 1. The
gaseous material in the region consists of a weakly ionized, highly collisional plasma. Although anomalous effects
are possible (as it will be shown later), the dominant mechanisms that determine the transport of charge, mass and
heat in the plasma are classical collisions that occur between electrons and neutrals (e-n), electrons and ions (e-i)
and, ions and neutrals (i-n). The latter is mainly due to resonant charge exchange between fast ions and slow neutrals
with an associated average collision cross section in the order of 100 A. Table 1 lists average values of mean free
paths associated with insert region plasma. Under the operating conditions of interest, the mean free paths associated
with these particle collisions are all small compared to the hollow cathode channel size (0.002<Kn<0.2).Our
theoretical model is therefore based on a “fluid” approach, which assumes that particles are perturbed from their
Maxwellian distribution function only by virtue of collisions, and relax to their equilibrium distribution within the
mean time between collisions.
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Figure 1. Basic setup used for the insert plasma model.
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The equations that describe the behavior of macroscopic parameters, such as n, us, T, etc., can be obtained
directly from the kinetic equations, and have been derived by many authors. We base OUT approach on the
due to the elucidatory form in which the transport equations have
formulations first deduced by S.I. Bragin~kii‘~
been derived for a general binomial system of colliding particles in the presence of electromagnetic fields.
Table 1. Characteristic lengths and times for the hollow cathode insert plasma under investigation.
Nominal operating conditions used in this study: discharge current of 25 A, gas flow rate of 5 sccm, no
applied magnetic field.
Orifice Entrance
n=5e19m-3,Te=2eV,
nn=5e21m-3,T=3000 ”K ,an=5d s
vm-’=1.7e-9 s, A, w 1.0 mm

Dense Plasma Region
n=2e20m-3,Te=1.8eV
%=3e21 m-3,T=3600 OK,a, =5 m / s
ven-’=3.3e-9s, A, 1.85 mm

vd-’=2.4e-9 s, hCiw 1.4 mrn

vei-’=0.56e-9 s, hei 0.32 mm

vin-’=2.9e-7 s, h, 0.2 mm
v,-’ =1.7e-6 s, Liz 0.09 mm

vin-‘=4.4e-7s, h, ~ 0 . 3 mm
3
viZ-’=6.le-6 s, h, k 0.03 1 mm

we-’=1.7e-9 s, o,(v,

+ v,,)-’ =OS8

-I

me =9.0e-8 s, o,(v,

+vei)-’=O.0O5

B. Governing Equations
1. Conservation of mass
Under the assumptions of quasi-neutrality (n=s=%) and single ionization, species continuity for the plasma is
expressed by,

an

-+ V .(nu,) = n
at

for the electrons and by,

an

-+ v .(nu,)= n

at

for the ions. The ionization rate is given by,
n = nviz,

viz = n,, (o,u,)

(3)

The product nn<okue> is termed the “ionization collision frequency”, vk. The ionization collision cross section is a
known function o f t emperature for x enon ciz
= (3 ( Te), and i s incorporated i n the model a s a p olynomial fit t o
measurements obtained by M. Hayashi.” We approximate that <okue>~ok(Te)
C, .
2. Conservation of momentum
The most general form of the momentum equation for species “s” colliding with species “a’’ in the absence of a
magnetic field (B=O) is expressed by:

nsmsDu, - nsqsE- V - p, + R,,
Dt

(4)

where R sa d enotes the mean change i n momentum o f p articles “s” due t o c ollision with p articles “a”, and D /Dt
=df&+u,.V is the material derive. Since Rais related to the rate of momentum transfer between species by collisions
it is many times identified as a “friction” or “drag” term in the momentum equation. However, it should not be
confused with fluid viscosity which is a direct consequence of gradients in velocity field, and which we neglect in
4
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this work. Finally, it is noted that in its most general form R, also includes a force component that arises by virtue
of gradients in the temperature of species “s”, the so-called thermoelectric force,16314
which we neglect in this work.
We identify the quantity f,, above as the coefficient of fiction:
v,, = n a ( 4 , ,
(5)
Again, we have defined the quantity v,, as the rate of momentum transfer by collisions from species “s” to species
“a,” also commonly referred to as the “collision frequency” (which should not be misinterpreted as the number of
collisions per unit time). Momentum conservation during the collision leads to,
fsa

= nsqavsa ,

R,, = -R,
We assume that all dominant processes in the hollow cathode insert plasma are “slow” enough to neglect the
inertia terms in both the ion and electron momentum equations. This is implies that no high frequency phenomena
(such us MHD waves), or substantial plasma acceleration (compared to u,vsa) take place in the insert region. Thus
for electrons and ions we write the respective momentum conservation equations as follows:
0 = -neE - Vp, - me[vei(u, - u ~+) V,(u, - u,)]
zs -neE - Vp, - R, - q v , u ,

(7)

0 = neE - Vp, - mi[vie(u, - ue)+ vi,,(ui - U, )]
= neE - Vp, - R, - nm,vi,,ui
Where we have assumed that neutrals move very slowly compared to ions ui>>u,, and electrons, u,>>u,. We have
also reduced the pressure tensor to its scalar, p‘pI (I=unit matrix).

3. Conservation of energy
The equation for the transport of internal energy of the flow of species “s” in the presence of species “a”, in the
absence of viscous effects, may be written as,
=qsnsE.u,+Rs~Us+Qs-Ss

(9)

In the absence of the inelastic energy loss term S,, equation (9) is in a form derived in Ref. 14. The first two RHS
terms express the rate of work done by the electric field, Ej,, and the “fiction” forces, R+,, respectively. The
generation of thermal heating Q, arises by virtue of the different species temperatures.
Conservation of energy during an elastic collision yields the relationship between the thermal and fictional
forces:

In the present problem it is convenient to eliminate the kinetic energy terms msus212 using the species momentum
and continuity equations, to obtain an equation for the transport of internal energy:
-U;VP,

=Q,-S,

For electrons, using j,=-enu, we write
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In equation (12) above, the classical electron thermal conductivity for singly ionized plasma (in W/m/eV), parallel to
the magnetic field is given in the appendix.
For Maxwellian distributions functions and for T=T,=Ti the energy exchange per unit time between electrons
and heavy species is given by,'4
Q ~ m,

2m 3
vein2k(T, - T)
m 2

Q,,

m

2m, 3
venn--k(Te
m 2

-T)

Thus, using equation (10) we obtain the electron heating term from elastic collisions as follows:

=-(vei +v,)nL-k(T,-T)-R,i-(u,
2m 3
m 2

-u~)-R,*(u, -u,)

In general, the electron energy loss term S, includes contributions from the ionization and excitation of the heavy
species. However, for the plasma conditions in the insert region it has been determined that the optical depth for a
Doppler-broadened line17 is more the three orders of magnitude greater than unity. Thus, the plasma is optically
thick and the majority of the radiation remains trapped." We also note that electron losses due to ionization are
.
the conditions of interest however,
enhanced if the electron kinetic energy m h 2 / 2 becomes comparable to ~ i Under
E >> mh2/2, and so we write

s, R n e E

(15)

Combining with Ohm's law (eqn 7) to eliminate the last term on the LHS, and recognizing that (vei+v,)je.je >>vei
(jcji + j,-jd, we may re-write equation (12) as follows:

In the equation above we have assumed that the heavy species are in thermal equilibrium at all times with a
temperature, T=T,=Ti. The terms in the divergence (LHS) simply denote the flow of heat convected by the electron
velocity field, and the heat conducted through the electron fluid, respectively. The first term on the RHS is the rate
of work done by the electric field on the electron fluid, and the second term expresses the heat released (generated)
in the electron fluid due to collisions with the cooler heavy species.
For the ions and neutrals, we neglect inelastic losses associated with the ionization process and sum the two
energy equations to obtain:
-ui.VnkTmQi+Q,
In deriving equation (17) we assumed that n+nn= n,, u,=O, and q,,>>qi since Kn/Ki-(ndn)(v~/vni)-(nn/n)2>>1. The
collisional heating terms become,

2

m

nmvinui + ( v +
~ v,,

2m 3
)n2
-k(Te - T)
m 2

C. Boundary Conditions
The convention followed for the specification of the boundary conditions follows from the finite volume
approach (see next section) i n which scalar quantities are c ell-centered and fluxes are edge-centered. Thus, flux
6
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boundary conditions are set by specifying the flux vector at the boundary while Dirichlet conditions are set by
specifjmg the centered quantity in the imaginary cell (“ghost” cell) that lies outside the computational region.
Electron and ion particle fluxes at walls are expressed by the net electron current density and the ion particle flux as
follows:

And the convective heat is expressed by,

The sheath at all walls is assumed to act as a perfect thermal insulator and therefore,

I . Insert Wall (r=R, O<z<Li,,&
The emitted electron current density from the insert wall (ii = i ) is given by the Richardson-Dushman equation for
thermionic emission,l9

Where the effective insert temperature and effective potential are specified by,

T,, =T: -AT(z/L,,)~,

1.41+ 5 *10-4Te,

(23)

(where +eff is in volts and TeEin OK). The insert temperature profile of the cathode under study has not yet been
measured. Thus in the present model we include the field-enhanced emission due to the Schottky effect in an
“effective temperature” profile. The constants in equation (23) are specified to match the measured profile” (Fig 2)
o f t he insert temperature i n a 6.4-mm ( outer channel) d iameter c athode operated a t a discharge c w e n t o f 12 A
(AT=200 OK and c4.65). Once the temperature measurements of the cathode under study are available we plan to
implement directly the true insert temperature, and properly incorporate the Schottly effect. In the simulations
presented in this paper the peak insert temperature is varied until the value of the total current through the orifice
matches the operating current of the case under investigation (specifically 25 A of discharge current). Due to the
field-enhanced emission we expect the true insert temperature to be lower than presently predicted by the model.

2 5 3 3 % 3 5 4 0 4 s f i o %
Pasffian (mm)

Fig 2. Insert temperature measurements obtained at JPL for a 6.4-mm diameter hollow cathode. (Note that in
the above arrangement the orifice plate is to the left and electrons flow out of the orifice from left to right).
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The electron current density that escapes the system into the insert wall is given by,

.

jb ci e

ence

e-(@lkTeT.)

4

while ions are assumed to leave the system into the walls at the Bohm velocity:

Finally, we assume that the temperature of the heavy species at the walls equals the wall temperature. Thus,

T = Ten

(26)

2. Orificeplate & conductor walls (z=O, ro6r<R h r=R, z>Li,J
The emission characteristics of the remaining walls are unknown so we assume the limiting case of zero electron
emission,

However, both electrons and ions are permitted to escape at a rate given by equations (24) and (25) respectively. The
convective heat flux is given by equation, with the temperature at the conducting wall (following the insert) set to,

At the orifice plate the wall temperature is given by:
T, = T t
The heavy species temperature is set equal to the wall temperature,

T=T,
3. Orifice (z=O, O<r< rod
At the orifice, we implement Dirichlet boundary conditions for the plasma density and potential:

norf=1.5-1020mS,~,,=12.5 V
which are based on measurements. An adiabatic condition is set for the electron temperature.
4. Gas Inlet (z=L, O<r<R)
At the cathode channel inlet no net electron flux is permitted in or out of the computational region:

but ions are allowed to escape at the ion thermal speed:
ji . i= en,/%

The temperature of the heavy species is held fixed and equal to the conducting wall temperature:

T=T;-AT
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(29)

As in the orifice, an adiabatic condition is placed on the electron temperature. Symmetry boundary conditions are
implemented along the axis of symmetry.

III.

Numerical Approach

1. Finite differencing of conservation equations
The conservation equations are discretized using a finte volume approach. The principal advantage of this
approach is that conservation laws involving the vector integral theorems are usually well respected by the
differencing since the differencing is derived from those theorems. More specifically, the divergence theorem states
that if V is the volume bounded by a closed surface S, and r is a vector h c t i o n with continuous derivatives, then

If AV is a discrete volume in 3-D space described by a single cell in the computational grid bounded by area AA,
and if V r and r G are uniform over the cell volume and its faces then we can write:

-

allcellfaces

which defines a finite volume difference form for the divergence operator. In the numerical model presented here all
fluxes are edge-centered while scalars are cell-centered quantities. The fluxes are determined using second-order
accurate finite differences. The computational grid used to solve the equations is a uniform grid with 0.5 mm x 0.5
xnm cells.
2. Evolution of conservation equations to steady state
The conservation equations for the plasma-gas system are evolved to steady state using time-marching for the
plasma density and electron temperature. That is, the time-dependent form of the equations is in fact solved until
steady state is attained for all variables. By combining equations (2), (7) and (8) we eliminate the ion velocity to
obtain the following:

an = vizn- V. e-'mev, j, - V[nk(T + T,)]
a

mv,,(1+ viz/v,)

(37)

(with T and T, expressed in eV). Adding the steady state electron and ion continuity equations yields,

and combining with generalized Ohm's Law we obtain,

The approach to solve the complete system of equations is summarized in Fig 3. Initial estimates of the electron
current density vector field, plasma density and electron temperature are used to compute all the required fluxes,
transport coefficients and related quantities. Equations (37) and (16) are then time-marched to compute new values
of n and T,. The evolution of these equations at fixed current density is repeated for N iterations. When N reaches a
user-specified number, equation (39) is solved implicitly to determine a new value of the electric potential, 4, which
is in turn used to compute a new electric vector field from E=-V+. The electron current density vector field is then
updated using Generalized Ohm's law (eqn (8)). Concurrently, equation (17) is solved implicitly to determine a new
heavy species temperature, T. Assuming uniform neutral gas pressure throughout the channel the neutral particle
density is updated using the ideal gas law, n,=pn/kT, talking into account the partial pressure from electrons and
ions,
9
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nn =

p - nk(T,

+T)

kT

The value of the total gas pressure used in the simulations is based on experimental measurements taken at the gas
inlet.'*The procedure is repeated until the solution for all quantities has reached steady state.

U:
:1

..I+... +n
-- V-[..I+... + T,
-= v.[.

Fig 3. Approach for obtaining the steady-state solution of the conservation equations.

IV. Model Results and Comparisons with Measurements
Figure 6 shows the computed plasma density overlaid by electron current density streamlines. Immediately
apparent is a non-monotonic behavior exhibited by the plasma density along the hollow cathode channel, which is
contrary to previous experimental observations in lower current, smaller size cathodes."' The theoretical results are
supported by experimental observations recently obtained at IPL in the cathode simulated by the theoretical model.
It is suggested that the non-monotonic bebavior is mainly due to the larger channel size associated with the highcurrent cathode. The larger open area of the orifice allows sufficiently high rates of plasma flow out of the cathode
so that the rate at which electrons are supplied by the emitter surface is insufficient to replenish the plasma lost
through the orifice. Moreover, since plasma is also lost into the orifice plate through the sheath, the larger orifice
plate area also enhances the rate of plasma loss from the cathode.

Fig 4. Computed plasma particle density and electron current density streamlines in the hollow cathode insert

region.
A comparison between the computed plasma density at the centerline as a function of distance from the orifice
entrance is shown in Fig 5. The measurement in Fig 5 was obtained at a discharge current of 25 A and a gas flow
10
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rate of 5.5 sccm The data for the 5.5 sccm case was obtained after the cathode had been operated for an additional
-250 hours compared to the 5 and 4.3 sccm cases, which have been normalized (to emphasize differences in the
displacement of the density profile) and are compared with the 5.5 sccm data (also normalized) in Fig 6 . The
theoretical curve in Fig 5 corresponds to the 5 sccm case for which a measurement of the gas pressure during
operation of the cathode (1.07 Torr) exists. Although the theoretical result is within the experimental error, a few
qualitative disagreements must be noted.
First, it is seen that the model predicts the location of the of peak plasma density to be approximately 0.25 cm
farther upstream of the orifice entrance. However, the measurements for both the 4.3 and 5 sccm cases (Fig 6 ) show
the peak to be at the location predicted by the model. To be more quantitative, by comparison with the 5 sccm case
the 5.5 sccm measurements (at +250 hrs) suggest that about a factor of 1.1 (10%) increase in the gas flow rate is
followed by about a factor of 3 in the displacement of the location of the peak density (0.6 cm at 5 sccm to 0.2 cm at
5.5 sccm). Additional comparisons between the 5.5 sccm case and a 10 sccm case, operated at the same discharge
current and,l2 confirm that the location of the peak moves toward the orifice entrance with increasing flow rate.
However, the 5.5 and 10 sccm comparison also shows that the displacement factor is about 4 for a 1.8 increase in the
flow rate (0.2 cm at 5.5 sccm to 0.05 at 10 sccm). Although the relationship between flow rate and peak density
location may certainly be non-linear it is believed that conditioning of the insert after a few hundred hours of
operation is partially responsible for the displacement. It is noted that the data for the 10 sccm case was also
obtained after the cathode had been operated for an additional -250 hours compared to the 5 and 4.3 sccm cases.
Also noted is the slope change downstream (i.e. to the left) of the peak density location which further supports the
possibility of changing emission characteristics with time o f operation rather than experimental errors associated
with the alignment of the probe. In the absence of insert temperature measurements for the cathode modeled in this
effort (it is recalled that we implement in the model the temperature profile of a smaller cathode, operating at 12 A)
it is not possible to delineate quantitatively the magnitude of the conditioning effects.
Second, the model predicts less steep density gradients upstream and downstream of the density maximum.
Downstream (left) of the peak, the disagreement may be associated with the conditioning effects alluded to in the
previous paragraph. It should be noted that the agreement between theory and experiment at the orifice entrance
(z=O) is of no significance since the boundary condition in the model is set to match the experimental value.
Contrary to the comparisons with the 5.5 sccm (+250 hrs) case, numerical simulations using the density boundary
condition from the 5 and 4.3 sccm cases reveal excellent agreement with that set of data. Thus, all the
aforementioned comparisons with plasma density emphasize the need for temperature data of the insert, which we
plan to obtain at JPL in the near future.
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Fig 5. Comparison between model results and measurements taken for 5 sccm, at a discharge current of 25 A.
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Fig 6. Comparison between two plasma density measurements at 5.5,5 and 4.3 sccm (at discharge current of
25 A). The 5.5 sccm measurements were obtained after the cathode had been operated for an additional -250
hrs.
Additional comparisons are depicted in Fig 7 for the plasma potential and electron temperature. The
corresponding 2-D model results are shown in Fig 10 and Fig 11 respectively The agreement between both plasma
potential and electron temperature is excellent upstream of zm2.2 c m However, it must be noted that the agreement
between theory and experiment for the plasma potential at z=3 cm is of no significance since the potential boundary
condition in the model is set to match the last available experimental value (which is at z=3 cm). The reason for this
choice is that our calculations and comparisons with the experiment suggest that far upstream of the orifice
(z>-2cm) mass and heat transport occur classically. This is supported by the excellent agreement between the model
(which assumes classical transport throughout the insert region) and the measurements, for both plasma potential
and electron temperature, for 0 - 2 cm. Closer to the orifice however, the measurements indicate a rise in the
potential and electron temperature compared to the model predictions. The computational result is in agreement with
Generalized Ohm’s law (eqn (7)). In the absence of the Hall effect, which is assumed in our model based on the
relatively low Hall parameter in this region (see Table l), the electric field is driven by two competing processes:
plasma resistance and electron pressure gradients (-E=V+q j,+Vp,/en). The comparison suggests that classical
resistivity (eqn (39), right) is insufficient to account for the heating that is observed by the measurements.
Specifically, the model predicts T,=1.83 eV at z=O compared to the measured value of 3.4 eV. Anomalous heating in
this region may occur as a result of two-stream instabilities. Buneman” (1959) showed that if the relative (e-i) drift
velocity exceeds -(kT&)’
it is possible to excite waves associated with the electron motion (and thus are of high
frequency) with rapid growth rates, that can lead to anomalously enhanced resistivity and plasma heating. If the
relative drift velocity is sufficiently higher that the electron thermal speed, these waves can be excited regardless of
whether the ions are in thermal equilibrium with the electrons. Later (1964), StringeJ2 showed that if the ratio of the
ion-to-electron temperature is low it is possible to excite additional instabilities at relative velocities much lower
than the electron thermal speed. Figure 8 depicts Stringer’s calculations for a hydrogen plasma (mi/m,=1836). As a
comparison, the values computed by the hollow cathode model for M=u&d(kT,lmJ” and TJT, are shown in Fig 9.
The m ode1 v alues su ggest that i t i s p ossible for the insert p lasma t o b e subject t o a v ariety o f c ounterstreaming
instabilities, other than the Buneman (e-e) instability; however to quantify them it would be necessary to perform
growth rate analysis for the heavier xenon ions (q/m,==241067).
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Fig 7. Comparison between model results and measurements for the plasma potential and electron
temperature.

Fig 8. Growth rate of the fastest-growing wavelength in a countersteaming plasma (mi/m,=1836) as a function
of the drift velocity/(kT$nh)" and the i6n-to-electron temperature ratio. (After Ref. 22)
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The solution to the heavy species energy equations, along with the assumption of uniform gas pressure along the
channel allows us to compute self-consistently with the plasma conservation equations, the heavy species
temperam and particle density of the neutrals. The solution is iIlustrated in Fig 12 (temferature) and Fig 13
-de
density). Similar heavy species temperatures have been predicted by other authors.u"
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Fig 12. Computed heavy-species temperature In the bollow cathode insert region.
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Fig 13. Computed neutral particle density in the hollow cathode insert region.

Table 2 lists the distribution of pawer in the insert region as well currents to surfaces. Approximately 90%of the
electric power (E.jJ associated with the electrons is used to (partially) ionize the neutra1 gas. A small percentage
(2%) is used t o heat the heavy species while the remaining power ( 9%) e scapes a s heat from the i mert region.
Almost 35 A of electron current is found to be emitted by the insert while 30% of that (IO.1 A), which includes both
emitted electrons and ionization electrons, return to the emitter surface. Approximately 3.5 A of ions also impact the
emitter surface.
Table 2, Power and current balance in the hollow cathode insert region.

Current Balance

Power Balance (W)

1,

= jljE
-@a)
A

Emitted (A)
Conv.+Condv.Heating

-5.1

Orifice Plate

Electric Power (E-jJ

56.2

Insea Wall (Emitter)

Ionization (foss) -49.8

Conductive Wall

I, = 0.0
Ti = 0.0
I, = 34.7
Ij =

Therrnal Equilibmtion (loss)

Orifice

-1.3

0.0

Absorbed (A)
1,=-1.35
Ii=

0.52

IC= -10.1
li = 3.47

r, 4 . 0

It= -1.86

Ii = 0.0

Ij=0.14

I, ~ 2 4 . 9 8
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V.

Conclusion

The 2-D axisymmetric model presented in this paper has largely been motivated by the need to quantify plasma
properties at the emitter surface, in order to assess the effects of the plasma on insert lifetime. Previous simplified
models, and experimentalmeasurements at the axis of symmetry alone are not sufficient to provide the level of
detail r equired a t the e mitter for the a ssessment life e xpectancy. The need t o rigorously d etermine fluxes t o the
emitter surface has steered the present model beyond the phenomenological models (0-D or 1-D) that have been
formulated thus far. In particular, the classical processes believed to drive the evolution of the plasma properties in
the insert region have been included through a set of multiple species, fluid-like conservation equations, which are
solved numerically in a self-consistent manner, in 2-D geometry. A 11 relevant collision cross sections have been
taken from previously published work. Electron emission characteristics have been modeled after the Richardson
equation for thermionic emission and are based on existing measurements of the insert temperature from a smaller
size cathode. Thus, the model must be upgraded with the measurements from the simulated cathodehert before the
numerical results can be unambiguously compared to the existing plasma measurements.
Nevertheless, in the expectation that the insert temperature profile will not be drastically different than the one
used in the model, a number of conclusions may be drawn from the results and comparisons with the recent data
obtained at JPL. The model suggests that the dominant heating mechanism of the neutral gas is resonant chargeexchange collisions between fast ions and slow neutrals. It is possible that additional heating may be due to viscous
effects that have been neglected in the present effort. Also possible is additional ion heating from anomalous effects
that have also been neglected in the present effort. Specifically, model predictions for the relative drift velocity and
ion-to-electron temperature ratio suggest that the insert plasma may be in a regime where two-stream instabilities are
anomalously heating the plasma. The comparisons with the data support this conclusion. The data show
approximately a factor of two higher electron temperature at the orifice entrance. To account for this heating the
classical plasma transport models must be re-formulated to include anomalous effects.

Appendix
The mean thermal speeds for a species “s” is given by,

where Ti=T and q=m. The e-n “collision frequency” v, uses a numerical fit to the collision cross section based on
data from Ref. 15, averaged over a Maxwellian distribution.

& 6.6 -

v, = n C e

2&

(0.25Te - 0.1)
1+(0.25Te)”6

The i-n “collision frequency” is dependent upon the ion drift velocity. The dependence of the average number of
collisions per unit time, per particle “i” at speed tii, with particles of kind “n” - the “collision frequency” - is found
in Ref. 24. For the present problem, we can express the drift-dependent, i-n frequency as follows:

The value for oCEX is taken from Ref. 25. The e-i (coulomb) collision frequency is given by,26

[

, T, <lOeV

vei =2.9.10-’2nTe-3’223-0.5111
(l!31
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(44)

The ionization collision frequency incorporates numerical fit to measurements obtained by M. H a y a ~ h i where
,~~ E
=12.127 eV.

viz= nnC,criz= nnCe- 10-*’(3.97 +0.643Te)e-”Te

(45)

Using the form derived in Ref. 14 for the electron thermal conductivity in the limit of B=O we write,
K, = 3.16-

e2

nT,

mc (vei + V J

to take into account e-n collisions. The thermal conductivity for the neutral gas is given by,28
K,

= 0.083

7
f i (-)
w
a2RT

(47)

m”K

where,

R = 0.015T0.05
+ O.l13e-’

+ 1.141T-O-15,

1< < 50

(48)

-

T = T/229, 6 = 4.055A, M = 131.3amu

(49)
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